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How mosquitoes defend smartly against different types of flaviviruses when 

facing constant threats of infections-So, who will win finally!  

Fahmidazaman Irin 

An immense public health concern in this world is mosquito-borne viruses owing to 

transmitting diseases from insects to mammals, vertebrates and non-vertebrates.  Flaviviruses 

are known to be dangerous pathogens. They are infectious agents that circulate and many of 

them cause diseases after transmission among humans, birds, wild animals and cattle. When 

the mosquitoes acquire viruses during blood feeding, the virus first infects and starts to 

reproduce in their midgut tissues and then the virus disseminates to the salivary glands where 

it reproduces further before being released through the salivary secretion. The reason for the 

consumption of a blood meal by the female mosquitoes is to develop their eggs properly. After 

infection, the viruses need to reach out mainly to the salivary glands for orally transmitting to 

other non-vertebrates (e.g. other insects etc.) or vertebrates (e.g. human, wild animals, birds, 

cattle etc.). Once the mosquito consumes a blood meal infected with a pathogen, a cascade of 

reactions is activated to enhance different signaling and immune pathways. There are various 

sophisticated phenomena to manage and regulate immune activation and maintain a delicate 

balance for the survival of commensal microbes and combating against pathogens. These 

mosquitoes are constantly under threats of infections by different kinds of pathogens such as 

bacteria, parasites and viruses and they defend themselves by using their immune system. In 

general, the mosquitoes lack the adaptive immune system that higher vertebrates have and they 

entirely depend on their physical barriers and innate immune system against pathogens. First, 

after recognition of viruses, the viruses’ propagation is limited by constitutive different 

mechanisms during engagement of different signaling and immune pathways. In this present 

study, we investigated the status of immune system after mosquito cells were infected with two 

flaviviruses (the Lammi and USUTU viruses). From the mosquito cells after infection, we 

looked for a change in the expression of different immune genes. I found that some genes were 

regulated in different ways due to the infection of two viruses separately or together. This 

present study helps us to understand how the innate immune system of the mosquitoes controls 

viral growth as well as identifies molecular targets (e.g. immune genes from different signaling 

pathways) for new mosquito control strategies in case of virus transmission. 


